
 

WELCOME TO SS THORFINN 

 

For aquatic enthusiasts Truk Lagoon has it all in diving reefs and historic war relics from great 

Pacific WW II battles fought nearly 80 years ago. The sea life and artifacts thrill near all divers 

alike and Thorfinn provides it best offering Truk Lagoon shipwreck diving packages to suit most 

all divers from recreational to technical levels. 
Truk Lagoon is a final resting place for near countless numbers of Japan’s huge line of support 

ships employed in the huge Pacific conflict of  WWII. One can comfortably dive and check the 

current preserved condition of these ships. SS Thorfinn offers diving connoisseurs the best and 

finest sites at this famous location in uncrowded small groups from an array of customized ship 

and boats. 

Do you love to explore beautiful underwater worlds? If yes, then contact SS Thorfinn for Pacific 

Tropical Wreck Diving! This is the premier company offering Truk Lagoon diving options to 

experience finest shipwreck sites.  Over 40 years of diving led by a team of experts will help you 

safely explore underwater shipwrecks. 



Divers flock to Chuuk to witness sites of a historic battle fleet submerged into dive comfortable 

waters. Chuuk’s Historic WW II shipwrecks are highly popular among divers, and we at SS 

Thorfinn offer top opportunity to witness them best in warm, clear waters. 

SS Thorfinn offers packages to witness Brilliant Pacific Corals, Fish, and Shipwrecks at Weno, 
Chuuk State. We have a customized mothership and ‘state of art’dive launches  along with a 
team of experienced divers to guide you safely in viewing these underwater marvels. Our 
packages are pocket-friendly, and offer a wide variety of dive options.  
 
Truk Lagoon within Chuuk State has by far the world’s finest global wreck diving and is 
frequently used comparatively to other locations. It is the resting place of numerous Japanese 
ships and aircraft that participated in WWII. One can easily dive comfortably to witness the 
enormous carnage inflicted upon them.  

 

CONTACT US  
SS THORFINN 

PO Box 1086 

Weno, Chuuk State 

96942, Fed. States of Micronesia 

Ph no: 691 930 6537 

Email: seaward.thorfinn@gmail.com 

Web: https://thorfinn.net/ 

Follow us 

https://www.facebook.com/Cpt.Lance.Higgs/ 

https://twitter.com/diveSSThorfinn 
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